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LEARNING FROM THE UNDERGROUND.
Nothing divides South African opinion quite as sharply as its view of the 

security services of the state, both army and police. Upholders of the old 
order see them as the most stalwart custodins of our cultural and political 
heritage, and the last line of defence against encroaching barbarism. On 
the other hand, seekers after and constructors of the new Soutn African order 
see those forces as the most redoubtable and reconstructed reminders of the 
old society which they wish to bury. And for many, especially tnose in the 
black urban towhships who have been on the receiving end of "security" operations, 
these forces represent the real face of "the enemy".

These different appraisals seem almost irreconcilable. And yet, inevitably,
some reconciliation, some consensus of how the new South Africa is to nandle
these forces will have to be found. Tentative proposals range from the total
disbandment siEMzihKi to a variety of schemes for reformation and renewal, including xzxzxz
those for the incorporation of "popular" irregular farces such as those of 
Umkhonto we Sizv/e (MK) into the scaled-down ranks of the regulars. And the 
decisions cannot new be long postponed. To do nothing would be to follow the 
worst option, that is: to leave a new style of state and government xx&fe in 
total dependence on an unchanged arm of the old.

But any resolution on the matter requires not only a full knowledge of the 
past ethois, performance and standards of the statal forces but equally full 
knowledge of the equivalent echos, performance and standards of the "popular" 
forces of Umkhcntc. But it is precisely here that the issue becomes clouded.
Though some part of the past of tne state forces has been clandestine arid 
shropuded in secrecy, virtually the whole of MK’s operations have been secret 
and deliberately hidden from view. Decisions about tne future need then to both 
penetrate the secrecy of the secret Operations which the state forces all 
along denied they were conducting, and the secrecy of the MK operations which 
it always boasted it was conducting, but without ever feeling free to disclose the 
details.

Gradually, since the liftying of the illegality of the AJO ana aK, some part 
of their past has begun to come into the public arena. Jut it emerges slowlji 
and piece-maal, since it is in the nature of illegal operations such as those of 
KK that no minutes and bocks of recora are kept. The history which exists 
exists almost entirely in the memories of thw participate in it. Ana aiiy have a life
time of sealed lips and silence behind them, which many of them find it 
uncomfortable or pernaps 'disloyal' to break. It is therefore something of an 
event when one of the liK insiders breaks the no longer necessary silence and 
tells the story 01 at least that pare of tne history which he knows from his 
own experience. Ronnie Kasrils has done just that.

His experience covers almost the whole 3pan of MK's history. He was not 
amongst those who founded the organisation, but was amongst its first Natal 
recruits, served on its Natal Regional Command during the 1961 camapign of 
sabotage, and went on the run in the period after the 1963 Rivonia debacle of
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to the National Command structures. Outside the country he took part in the 
slow reconstruction at various time in London, Dar es Salaam, Maputo and 
Lusaka. He was amongst the first MK recruits to receive thorough guerilla 
training in Eastern Europe, and went on to active service in MK's Angola 
camps from where the first guerilla incursions into South Africa were planned.
He became a key organiser of the infiltration of MK cadres into South Africa 
from outside, crossing repeatedly and in disguise into the country from 
Swaziland; and finally returned to Soutn Africa permanently to a leading role 
in the last ANC-MK stand before the deKlerk reforms, Operation Vula, during 
which the police put out a poster describing him as "Wanted. Armed and Dangerous."

Ronnie Kasrils* story is a story of the heart of MK and its clandestine 
cloak-and-dagger operations against the South African state, which started in 
1901 and ended in negotiating team at the C0D2SA talks where a new South AFRIcan 
■state was being given form. He lived in the hub of the armed struggle, and in 
the midst of all itt; terror, its raids anu ambushes and assassinations by the 
security forces of the state. And he seemingly bore a charmed live, surviving 
to tell all while comrades all around him fell in the course of front-line 
duty in the jails, the torture chambers and on the battle-fields. Inevitably 
he ran,’ to h*» nicknamed by press and police as South Africans "Red Pimpernel".

It is something over fifty years since I last read of his predecessor, The 
Scariet Pimpernel. * I rene^.bM* him 33 a supercilious and hidebound Brititish 
aristocrat, v/ith the stiffest of stiff upper lips. Perhaps the memory is false.
Rut except for the fact that like the ScarJ.t, Kasrils operated with great 
boldness and daring in a national revolution, nothing could be further from the 
Kasrils character. Kasrils is tiie authentic 'chseky chappie.' The picture of 
him on the cover of his book "Armed and Dangerous'* shows him characteristically, 
both arms aloftin triumph, a grin a mile wide across his face, and his T-shirt 
emblazoned with tiie hammer-and-sickia arid a slogan "Build the Party."

"Armed and Hangerous" is hi3 account of that part of i-iK in which he personally 
was involved, and woith only slight references to those parts which passed 
him by. It is a tale of high adventure ur.u high suspense, danger, cunning and 
thrills. Clearly he revelled in it all despite the threat to life and liberty - or 
at least seems to revel in it in rotrospect. «hat he has told is a real-life 
tale of adventure, skullduggery,«nk espionage, and counter-espionage which 
paved the way for the underground political struggle Co emerge into the legal 
tsrrain, and for the I-3C aoc.au of struggle to give way to the negotiating councils 
of CODESA. He concelas nothing, neitrier names nor aates nor operational details. 
Sct.s of these have been reported before, out generally from the outside,from 
the state intelligence sics or from informer testimony in trials. But they have 
net, to my knbowledge, ever bean detailed before from the inside. Ana indeed 
many of the operations whicn ware known in general - like the cross-border 
infiltrations for example - have never before been described in detail.
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Surprisingly, this real-life adventure story whicvh mirrors .so closely 

many a fictional thriller, is a story told without glorification of violence, 
without any gratuitous bloodshed, without any glorification of the power 
that cones "through the harrle o*" a gun" If ny memory is right, Kasrils though 
doubtless constantly 'armed and dangerous' only fired a weapon once in anger.
Skn-drparaisa ttss* That is because it in essentially an account not of socalled 
"terrorism1' but of freedom fighting, insnir»d not by the intoxication of 
personal power but by ideology.

"Ideologies" writes Professor Stuart Hall (Guardian 24.1,1.93) "are ideas 
which organise pecple^s behaviour and conduct. It is generally difficult 
to make any distinction betweenm the philosophies through which people 
understand the world, and the practices through which they operate in it." 

Kssrilks' ideology is that of the South African Communist Party and the ANC, 
and his practices in MK is a text of how that ideology organised the behaviour 
and conduct of the majority of our country's freedom fightsra.

This well told and gripping chapter of autobiography is neither a convent
ional thriller nor a conventional Jjistory. It does not look on the story as 
an historian might, looking back, probing motives, questioning whether what 
was done vias done well or badly, and whether its results vindicated the effort. 
Kasrila allows himself little retrospection, little questioning, except for 
a repeated ex pression of regret for a too close reliance or. Soviet precepts and 
experience - and that stated rather than explained. Whiah is not to suggest, 
aa reviewers sometimes do, that he should not have written this bool' but 
something else instead. Ka3rils should have written this book, because probably 
no one else ha3 such a long and intimate knowledge of the facts of MK8s daily 
operations. And probably no oncve else could relate withem with quite the same 
exuberance.

But now that he has brought the record out into the light from the recesses 
of years of secrecy, it is time for someone to make the study that needs be made. 
Is MK's way the model for a new popular armed force in the new democratic South 
Africa? Is its experience, its personnel, its esprit de corps capable of being 
integrated in or recreated in a new South African security apparatus? Are its 
lapses in the conduct of its defaulters and deserters
lapses in the treatment of defaulters, dissidents and even mutineers sjce 
a warning of the consequences of uncontrolled exercise of armt>d power, or a 
reminder to all concerned that power without democratic oversight can become 
tyranny even in the most 8progressive8 and radical hands?

Kasrils provides a gripping and almost un-putdownable accopunt of the 
evidence. It is now possible for the necessary assessments and evaluations to 
be made, before a new South African security service emerges based only on the 
negative and whully unacceptable experience of the SADF and SAP past.

L. BERNSTEIN1̂
• J.U • J. • ^4

ARMED AMD DANGEROUS., my undercover struggle against apartheid. By 
Ronnie Kasrils. Published hv Heiremann.



N othing divides South African 
opinion quite as sharply as its 
view of the security services 
of the state, both army and police. On 

the one hand, upholders o f the old 
order see them as the most stalwart 
custodians of our cultural and political 
heritage and the last line o f defence 
against encroaching barbarism. On the 
other hand, seekers after and construc
tors of the ‘new South African’ order 
see them as the most redoubtable and 
unreconstructed defenders of the old 
society which they wish to bury. And 
for many, especially those in the black 
urban townships who have been on the 
receiving end of ‘security’ operations, 
those forces represent the real face of 
the ‘enemy’.

These d ifferent appraisals seem  
irreconcilable. And yet, inevitably, 
some reconciliation, some consensus of 
how the ‘new South Africa’ is to han
dle these forces will have to be found. 
Tentative proposals range from total 
disbandment to a variety of schemes 
for reformation and renewal, including 
the incorporation of ‘popular’ irregular 
forces such as those of Umkhonto we 
Sizw e (M K) into the scaled-dow n  
ranks of the regulars. And the decisions 
cannot now be long postponed. To do 
nothing would be to follow the worst 
option, that is, to leave a new-style 
state and government in total depen
dence on an unchanged arm of the old.

But any resolution o f the matter 
requires not only a full knowledge of 
the past ethos, performance and stan
dards of the state forces but equally full 
knowledge of the equivalent ethos, per
formance and standards of the ‘popu
lar’ forces of Umkhonto. But it is pre
cise ly  here that the issue becom es
clouded. Though some part ot' the pas 
of the state forces has been clandestine, 
virtually the whole of MK’s operations 
have been secret. Decisions about the 
future need, then, to penetrate both the 
secrecy o f the operations the state 
forces all along denied they were con
ducting, and the secrecy of the MK 
operations which it always boasted it 
was conducting, but without ever feel
ing free to disclose details.

Gradually, since the lifting o f the 
illegality of the ANC and MK, some 
part of their past has begun to come 
into the public arena. But it emerges 
slowly and piece-meal, since it is in the 
nature of illegal operations such as 
those of MK that no minutes and books 
of record are kept. The history we have 
exists almost entirely in the memories 
of the participants in it. And they have 
a life-time of sealed lips and silence 
behind them, which many of them find 
it uncomfortable or perhaps ‘disloyal’ 
to break. It is therefore something of an 
event when one of the MK insiders 
breaks the no longer necessary silence 
and tells the story of at least that part of 
the history which he knows from his 
personal experience. Ronnie Kasrils 
has done just that.

His experience covers almost the 
whole span of MK’s history. He was 
not amongst those who founded the

organisation, but was amongst its first 
Natal recruits, served on its Natal 
Regional Command during the 1961 
campaign of sabotage, and went on the 
run in the period after the 1963 Rivonia 
debacle damaged the National 
Command structures. Outside the coun
try he took part in the slow reconstruc-

Ronnie Kasrils

tion, at various time in London, Dar-es- 
Salaam, Maputo and Lusaka. He was 
amongst the first MK recruits to receive 
thorough guerrilla training in Eastern 
Europe, and went on to active service in

police as South A fr ica ’s ‘Red 
Pimpernel’.

It is something over fifty years since 
I last read o f  his predecessor, the 
Scarlet Pimpernel. I remember him as a 
supercilious and hide-bound British 
aristocrat, with the stiffest of stiff upper 
lips. Perhaps the memory is false. But 
except for the fact that, like the Scarlet 
Pimpernel, Kasrils operated with great 
boldness and daring in a national revo
lution, nothing could be further from 
the Kasrils character. Kasrils is the 
authentic ‘cheeky chappie’. The picture 
of him on the cover of his book Armed 
and Dangerous shows him characteris
tically, both arms aloft in triumph, a 
grin a mile wide across his face, and 
his T-shirt emblazoned with a hammer- 
and-sickle and a slogan ‘Build the 
Party’.

Armed and Dangerous is his account 
of that part of MK in which he person
ally was involved, with only slight ref
erence to those parts which passed him 
by. It is a tale of high adventure and 
high suspense, danger, cunning and 
thrills. Clearly he revelled in it all 
despite the threat to life and liberty —  
or at least seems to revel in it in retro-
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tions. N ow that he has brought the record out 

into the light after years o f secrecy, is JUIK the 

model for a  new  popular armed force in South 

Africa? LIONEL BERNSTEIN review s

MK’s Angola camps from where the 
first guerrilla incursions into South 
Africa were planned. He became a key 
organiser o f the infiltration o f MK 
cadres into South Africa from outside, 
crossing repeatedly and in disguise into 
the country from Swaziland; and finally 
returned to South Africa permanently in 
a leading role in the last ANC-MK  
stand before the De Klerk reforms, 
Operation Vula, during which the 
police put out a poster describing him 
as ‘Wanted. Armed and Dangerous’.

Ronnie Kasrils’ story is at the heart 
of MK and its clandestine cloak-and- 
dagger operations against the South 
African state, which started in 1961 
and ended in the negotiations at the 
CODESA talks where a new South 
African state was being given form. He 
lived in the hub of the armed struggle, 
and in the midst of all its terror, its 
raids, and ambushes and assassinations 
by the security forces of the state. He 
seemingly led a charmed live, surviv
ing to tell a ll, w hile com rades all 
around him fell in the course of front
line duty in the jails, the torture cham
bers and on the battle-fields. Inevitably 
he came to be nicknamed by press and

spect. It is a real life of skulduggery, 
espionage and counter-espionage which 
paved the way for the underground MK 
modes of struggle to give way to the 
negotiating councils of CODESA. He 
conceals nothing, neither names nor

Armed and Dangerous. 
My Undercover Struggle 

Against Apartheid
by Ronnie Kasrils. 

Heinemann Educational, 
Oxford, November 1993, 

£6.99, 374pp.,
0 435 90983 5

dates nor operational details. Some of 
these have been reported before, but 
generally from the outside, from the 
state intelligence side or from informer 
testimony in trials. But they have not, to 
my know ledge, ever been detailed  
before from the inside. And indeed 
many of the operations which were 
known in general —  like the cross-bor
der infiltrations, for example —  have 
never before been described.

Surprisingly, this real-life adventure 
story which mirrors so closely many a 
fictional thriller, is a story told without 
glorification of violence, without any 
gratuitous bloodshed, without any trib
ute to the power that cbmes ‘through 
the barrel of a gun’. If my memory is 
right, Kasrils though doubtless con
stantly ‘armed and dangerous’ only 
fired a weapon once in anger. That is 
because it is essentially an account not 
of so-called ‘terrorism’ but of freedom 
fighting, inspired not by the intoxica
tion of personal power but by ideology. 
‘Ideologies,’ writes Professor Stuart 
Hall (Guardian, 24 November 1993), 
‘are ideas which organise peop le’s 
behaviour and conduct. It is generally 
difficu lt to make any distinction  
between the philosophies through 
which people understand the world, and 
the practices through which they oper
ate in it.’ Kasrils’ ideology is that of the 
South African Communist Party and 
the ANC, and his practice in MK is a 
text of how that ideology organised the 
behaviour and conduct of the majority 
of our country’s freedom fighters.

This well told and gripping chapter 
of autobiography is neither a conven
tional thriller nor yet a conventional 
history. It does not treat the story as an 
historian might, looking back, probing 
motives, questioning whether what was 
done was done w ell or badly, and 
whether its results vindicated the effort. 
Kasrils allows himself little retrospec
tion, little questioning, except for a 
repeated expression of regret for a too 
close reliance on Soviet precepts and 
experience —  and that stated rather 
than explained. Which is not to sug
gest, as reviewers sometimes do, that 
he should not have written this book 
but something else instead. Kasrils 
should have written this book, because 
probably no one else has such a long 
and intimate knowledge of the facts of 
MK’s daily operations. And probably 
no one else could relate them with 
quite the same exuberance.

But now that he has brought the 
record out into the light from the 
recesses of years of secrecy, it is time 
for someone to make the study that 
needs be made. Is MK’s way the model 
for a new popular armed force in the 
new democratic South Africa? Is its 
experience, its personnel, its esprit de 
corps capable of being integrated in or 
recreated in a new South African secu
rity apparatus? Are its lapses in the 
treatment of defaulters, dissidents and 
even mutineers a warning of the natural 
consequences of armed power, or a 
reminder to all concerned that power 
without dem ocratic oversight can 
become tyranny even in the most ‘pro
gressive’ and radical hands?

Kasrils provides a gripping and 
almost un-put-downable account of the 
evidence. It is now possible for the 
necessary assessments and evaluations 
to be made, before a new South 
African security service emerges based 
only on the negative and wholly unac
ceptable experience of the SADF and 
SAP past. ■

Lionel (Rusty) Bernstein was among 
the accused in the 1956 Treason Trial 
and the Rivonia Trial where he was 
acquitted. He is a long-standing mem
ber o f  both  the South  A frican  
C om m unist P arty and the A frican  
National Congress.
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AT HOME IN THE UNDERGROUND.
You can cover the whole history of Umkhonto weSizwe (MK) in the life and 

adult adventures of Ronnie Kasrils. When it was formed in 1961 he was in the 
ranks of its first Durban unit. When it consolidated and began its campaign of 
sabotage he was /n the Natal Regional CommancL^ii/hen it suffered virtual suppression
in the post-j-Rivonia period, he was wanted/on the run into

f  be /  (Amr<exile. He /in m a n essential cog in the slow reconstruction/from owt«id^ f̂a8 London, Dar
es Salaam, Lusaka and Maputo. He was amongst the warty guerillas/trained in t i f f l

Angola^ and in Eastern Europe; planned and promotojixhe first
attempts at armed guerilla incursions into South Africa; % t>mbecame a -̂rwiinmi

/jTf- irks MI6
7- j?gpttgh/infiltaBTIons from the Front Line states which

re-established an armed 4toMu%rl>nA4K MK presence inside South Africa.. Ha crossed /
r ctwcA £ua^/hv reft/VKi e Sand recrossed borders, legally^in disgus/Le and i l l e g a l l y time feamo for

ANC exiles from abroad after the deKlerk reformsr a»d 
was one of the leaders of a w  MK1s last stand, Operation Vula, when MK and 
the ANC were already legal^ but Vula's Maharaj and Kasrils remained
at the head of the police "Wanted" list,

Or, to put it another way, the story of Ronnie Kasrils post 1961 is the 
story of MK, and of the clandestine cloak-and-dagger side of the South African 
liberation struggle. It jfr>ta*«&CTŷ fctTi»»r> vri»to» llf start3 of ***“] - 
armed and violent struggle by the ANC and its allies, and ends appropriately in 
the Ptdddil 4‘A negotiating team at the CODESA tals^ whiueh- ara aii-iButei'iiti 
a new South African constitution and state, iv



^  ■ U r r ^  , kHe was in the very centre of the underground, in the hub of the 
r?*i<Av^eregsejJB and ambushes and/ lanawi »»>*»») by the South African security

services^$A . police and military. bore a charmed life, surviving
to observe all - and now to tell all - while hundreds around him fell into the

/ fW  /  A \* Jihands of the jailers,/assassin£f$4W94taM'#* 611(1 torturers,/®
1" were 'turned* by the enemy through a combination of

bribery and physical pressure. Inevitably as his exploits became
/  w a t  wick-iAAMAeU b /  

known, Kasrils the survivoi/eeoamT-tgiown. fee the South African press and public as
"The Red Pimpernel."

It is something over fifty years since I last came across a jty description
\  Iof his predecessor, the Scarlet Pimpernel. My memory tells me that he was a

supercilious andl^hidebound aristocrat, deeply conscious of his racial superiority to
those villainous enemy French; that he was nerveless, almost bloodless tfl/t& ffiM U i

and endowed with the stiffest of British stiff upper lips. Perhaps the memory is
false. But/afl^resemblancS Deiw een Kasrils and that stilted character of fiction

except that they both operated within a national revolution, and
botht},were exceptionally brave and daring. And, one might suggest, exceptionally
lucky to have got away unscathed

Kasrils tells tale simply, straightforwardly and well. He emerges as
the very antithesis of the Scarlet Pimpernel. He is the authentic "cheeky chappie",
shown characteristically on the front cover of his book with both arms
raised aloft in triumphant sal^ute, with hammer-and-sickle and the slogan "Build
the Party" emblazojied across his chest, grin a mile wide across his face.
And well he might grin, for he and his colleagues and their cause came out trium- 

<xphant from fehrir thirty-year battle against the vastly larger, better equipped
and better resourced enemies in the state security battalions. Though/he lived 

f) ^• a S t constantly \ iM ? n  threat/ cognstaNlly hunted and in dire peril, in retroap ec*r at
t w t  it s e e m s *m e a life he revelled in. rv r Wrsacr w\ o eA

Kasrils, I think, love<^Zll the clandestinity, the derring-do, and the
physical and psychological challenge of confronting Goliath armed only with a
sling,. .Perhaps more impottantly, he loved the comrades of all colours and races p t f ih  

/ i n*who/his peripatetic life in the underground.Vlx m g ti t lilm lutu Lluou ulliimee.’
/ ae> / _Over the years/many of them fell in the struggle^/Ami UiuUjjiU he must often have

T "  " a /< t£& Pfelt " there but for the grace of God", t& fty p fe & iS fd e d ic a t io n  to their cause made
/ <7V' 4-Wvfit possible for thq»f survivors to carry y  , without losing “

_ _ _ ____e / s i i f i
sacrifice / t fr endurance. It nevers dramatises the negative sides of violent political 

/wf'activity*/it underplays the tensions and perils, and concentrates on the dramatic
/< *events. It is an adventure story of/real life, of real skull-duggery, of espionage

and counter-espionage , told with no holds barred. 11 I n 1 1 n j nmr nnnnihln Pm 
if “£■*' , /  bec&LAj** •H**now tftitoi/to1 told for the first timejf M m  underground struggle has given way to

feeling of excitement and adventure.
Wc"Armed and Dangerous" is je *  account of high adventure/ ituf HiWinnC suffering,

the open political contests of Codesa and the first ever non-racial election



THREE.
campaign, and there are no longer good reason to conceal names, dates, places
or even operational details. Kasrils conceals nothing of his own operations
or of-those with which he was associated. Some have been 'w^c^inciwn before tv\> -c*®*ia. feATUr I/v& V iaaC] s £less* detail tyi and security briefings* Some have been the stuff
of unconfirmed rumour; and some have never/bnun even rumoured,k fa 4 4 if4 & l*  

Together they add up to a c a j f s s i c  true-life thriller, which it is impossible to 
put down, told by a somewhat larger-than-life figure who it was - and is -
impossible to keep downv

When he was high or/the South African state Wanted list, Kasrils and his
____ , T\Ucolleagues were portrayed as ** stereotypes /  escapees from

Dnxhe
1 AW

¥  ea
the myhtologhy of Day of the Jackal or the "master terrorist" Carlos. But there 
is a deep divide between the fictional - or perhaps even real - terrorist on the 
one hand and the freedom fighter on the other. As in the fictions, Kasrijt w v v w J jij  

went about armed. Unlike the fictions, only once (if I counted righg) did 
he ever fire |iM deliberately, in anger. w tie e y - l/nlike J6fct*ifiction

gratuitous account^ of violence, Jty&aift-glorification of
rhe power that r fl4 tt* come$"through the barrel of a gun",* anc^£^set±^«¥»wyeuristic

/  (J-\S. rAC+vL /  IS i w  •tUe 1 dclingerings over injuries or pain or •*— ifln tnn Burn concern^fba? his cmraiies;
for thier concern^onan- families and communities and nation,

/Xf«. 5 W  >*■ r tx ifr ^ e J >  u n U . «taiseriiHg^wnd^i^p'the cause they all uphel;d >4wcur rciy dbta* desire to shock. These
were freedom fighters, ready when necessary to kill violently, bjfut never
in thrall to violence L-j .

"Ideologies are ideas whicg organise people's behaviour and conduct. It is
generally difficult to make any distinction between the philosophies through
which people understand the world, and the paractices through which they
operate in it."

^Professor Stuart Hall, in the Guardian. 24.11.93 ' . g  n - .J  a .

Whith is why the Jackal, a man without Ideology, remains a /wrrorie-t yurn and
/tew^vwf' /  fo-AA-c*!)* \?o>M ap*xx" 1* '  / \  r  1simple^ ana why Kasrils / s rO i# lu~w fi Bwacjn autobiography^

'{ fa . Armed and DangeWmls1 is a thriller, but not a conventional thriller. It is 
also an historic record, but/4 conventional history. For history aske o host 
of questions which Kasrils 8e»s not ask nor answer, hnVtn pnl~ not only what 
happened, but why? Was the course chosen justified by the situation, and its 
conduct vindicated by the outcome? Could it have been done differently, better,

7and with different endings? Was it necessary Kasrils
allows himself no such questioning. He stick strictly to the record - except
for an occasional expression of regret b x b x  for over-reliance
on Soviet precept and experience; and even that stated rather than explored.

Which is not to imply, as reviewers >e3£e»^do, that the writer should not have
written this book but something else instead. Kasrils should have writte this
book, because, perhaps no one else has such an intimate knowledge of the facts, or 
could b»ing Jen. thery such qpi exuberance. He fillsa vital gap in all our knowledge 
of v p p & p fr~ e v e n ts in the underground life of our country. u A  cjw



But now that the facts are on record, there iaf need for clear and thoughtful
/*vtrvH ' vtassessment, to draw out whatever lesson^the past £apr\g±v& % oMt® help us shape

the future. On April 27th next, a new South African state and government should
be coming into being.It will need to turn urgently to the very questions of
military postures and strategies which the history of MK can illuminate. It will
need to regulate in a new way the relations beyj^ween the pdd 2fef^/̂ *'stae and
its military/police apparatus. It will need to create a new modus of political
and democratic control over the states secret intelligence apparatus. It will
need to guard against the constant threat that even the best-intantioned democratic
initiatives can give rise to brutal and authoritarian practices where- th e right
organisational and administrative measures are not taken. And/go on. and so on. n

/< s \ < f b J r caI S-  Vs> we.
There is a great deal y  mainly n»gative---oin thĉ  wtpgvl'gnc#' of the SADF and

the state Intelligence services. It will be a tragedy for South Africa if that
experience is/leffc*^ a~C3 hi] guide for the new South Africa simply

tJ experience tbecause no-one in the ANC or MK who have the knoweledge of their/experience takes 
the time to analyse and lay bare the many positive lessons that can be learnt.
And the few negative ones/tt^tle avoided.

L. Bernstein.
26.11.93

ARMED AND DANGEROUS. My undercover agaxmt struggle against apartheid. 
By Ronnie Kasrils. Published by Heinemann.
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Dear Rusty,

Thanks for the Kasrils review but I was not able to put it in for a combination of a technical and 
editorial reasons.

I set issue 28 (our fifth anniversary number) over three days at the beginning of this month, the 
fastest I have ever done an issue. It was printed in Cape Town on the 20 and distributed to bookshops, 
but not mailed yet. I simply could not take the time to put in all the hand-written changes; whereas 
Hilda’s piece which arrived a few days later was clean and scanned in five minutes; so I put it in.

But there were others problems. I think if you had more time —  and clearly you wrote this very 
quickly —  you might do more justice to Kasrils. I felt uneasy about your portrayal of his book as a 
true-life thriller and the acceptance at face value of his presentation of himself as likeable amateur. You 
raise all the right questions in your third to last paragaph. I l ist wanted you to hazard an answer to 
some of them.

I was also reading your review against a review by Donald Woods of Helen Suzman’s memoirs. I 
was worried that our readers would say that we were allowing pals io puff their friends’ books. Because 
Woods’ review was as favouiable and enthusiastic as yours was The difference I thought —  and I put 
his in —  was that Woods, as a reviewer, placed himself in the position of an enthusiastic admirer. He 
made no bones about it. As a journalist in Parliament he watched her perform and he relied on her take 
up Biko’s case amongst others.

You, in contrast, did not position yourself in this way and I think readers would automatically 
expect you to be more critical. As it stands I think hostile readers can just dismiss it as partisan. If you 
did position yourself as party to the formation of Umkhonto and the whole strategy of violence against 
the state, then I think the review would carry ‘insider’ authority. You say the facts are on the record, 
that the truth is now known, that Kasrils sticks to the record. But you as the reviewer have to interpret 
that record, those facts and at least suggest why he has written this book now in this apparent candour. 
As you well know, autobiographies always conceal more than they reveal.

Do you fpfll inclined to have another look at the review, with a deadline for the next issue of 21 
January?

mailto:robert.turrell@humboldt.uni-ulm.de
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AT HOME IN THE UNDERGROUND.
You can cover the whole history of Umkhonto weSizwe (MK) in the life and

adult adventures of Ronnie Kasrils. When it was formed in 1961 he was in the
ranks of its first Durban unit. When it consolidated and began its campaign of
sabotage he was <in the Natal Regional Command^When it suffered virtual suppression
in the post-Rivonia period, he was wanted/^on the r u n *4*^
exile. He essential cog in the slow reconstruction^from aixtB-ir*ir» mi London, Dar

^ f i w  / tees Salaam, Lusaka and Maputo. He was amongst the iurty guerillasA^rained in tftn

Angola- and in Eastern Europe,* planned and promoteaAhe first
¥  a  IU-y < rva a u .^

pW rt& bVvVb armed guerilla incursions into South Africa? iftM> became s=szst& wsi-

infliuinnn i /(rrtt Tf'MfrTirirrnfi 1 tnRTTnn" from the Front Line states which 
re-established an armed VW MK presence inside South Afric^. He crossed
and recrossed borders, legally-in disgusfie,and illegally,'ufiili Uiu link. *juiw_ fur

■ frumat m£ MK and ANC exiles from abroad after the deKlerk reforms* ■astf H<?
was one of the leaders of MK's last stand, Operation Vula, when MK and 
the ANC were already legal^ but Vula's 4M Maharaj and Kasrils remained i
at the head of the police "Wanted" list.

Or, to put it another way, the story of Ronnie Kasrils post 1961 is the 
story of MK, and of the clandestine cloak-and-dagger side of the South Africanthe South African / 

i -tte 'JC rV boaiomo^liberation struggle. It startŝ  ̂
armed and violent struggle by the ANC and its allies, and ends appropriately in 
the negotiating team at the CODESA tal^i
a new South African constitution and state^



£two . " J  ^  ^  ± t ^

•I .He was in the very centre of the underground- in I iTTtralu '.if Uie »3H-«nvm 
Its f a \ M l cwmJo is=Ju f̂> ivsVK'SvJx^+fe*** i •

"by the South African security 
services f f i police and military. b**MQi bore a charmed life, surviving
to observe all - and now to tell all - while hundreds around him fell into the

/H i* .i, /ashands of the jailers, /assassin£lftM&*H-tf4i<Kfc and torturers U *i j **l>*
' 10/were 'turned' by the enemy through a combination of

bribery and physical pressure. Inevitably, as his exploits became
r\\dC *A  m tfJ lay

known, Kasrils the survivor/1 * ->iui itwuim- fan the South African press and public as 
"The Red Pimpernel."

It is something over fifty years since I last came across a|)J description 
of his ’predecessor1, the Scarlet Pimpernel. My memory tells me that he was a
supercilious andphidebound aristocrat, deeply conscious of his racial superiority to
those villainous enemy French; that he was nerveless, almost bloodless/
and endowed with the stiffest of British stiff upper lips. Perhaps the memory is 

AW*= <s vtofalse. But/&a& resemblance between Kasrils and that stilted character of fiction
except that Ififfjf both operated within a national revolution, and

both#' were exceptionally brave and daring. And, one might suggest, exceptionally
lucky to have got away unscathed#%AAA4A4jMA4AAXUt'

Kasrils tells tale simply, straightforwardly and well. He emerges as
the very antithesis of the Scarlet Pimpernel. He is the authentic "cheeky chappie",
shown characteristically on the front cover of his book with both arms
raised aloft in triumphant sal^ute, with hammer-and-sickle and the slogan "Build
the Party" emblazoned aisross his chest, a J grin a mile wide across his face.
And well he might grin, for he and his colleagues and their cause came out trium- 

Aphant from thirty-year battle against the vastly larger, better equipped
,1 1 and better resourced enemies in the state security battalions. Though^tf&^&grad? 

+ k « 1 y  y c ^ v s  e>\ '
4 constantly threat^/cojinstaNtly hunted and in dire peril

it seems/tl&ttap a life he revelled in- Act* \daJr *v\, vdvo&fJ&A- .
Kasrils, I think, love^ll the clandestinity, the derring-do, and the

physical and psychological challenge of confronting Goliath armed only with a
sling. Perhaps^ore impofctantly, he loved the comrades of all colours and races 

/  Jo’iry’d  lr\tvK ‘vtwho/his peripatetic life in the underground
/  c w c lOver the years/many of them fell in the struggle «-VLMiuk he must often have

T  * " ]  d e e pfelt "^there but for the grace of God'Jv afi^B^fcJw/dedication to their cause made
it possible for theJY survivors to carry^ without losing tfriirrt
feeling of excitement and adventure. . 1 1Ui» /ace< *» fW verA •»/.‘)flnoArniisM ir am prrnnnt n*f hi ah aHvpnhire /rjfAAAS)A/\sk*Ja

I <61___
'Y  it-

activity* A/ underplays the tensions and perils, and concentrates on the dramatic 
^  /(k 

events. It is an adventure story of/real life, of real skull-duggery, of espionage
? a » * r  /  l r  c o v t  *WUtAJ

and ĉ >û t̂ rj-es£ionaiie y  told with no ho Id star r e d ilj ~31 'f 1 pw»al4U:t- ■ 1

btf told for the first timejf Vfa* underground struggle has given way to 
the open political contests of Codesa and the first ever non-racial election

UlS /accon* 1o y
Armed and Dangerous" is an account of high adventure'feMtebftfe suffering,

cwJ, M^tV- /sacrifice ̂ i^endurance ./̂ If/Tievers dramatises the negative sides of violent political



THREE.
campaign, and there are no longer good reason to conceal names, dates, places
or even operational details. Kasrils conceals nothing of his own operations
or of those with whLch he was associated. Some have b een /u £ ri£ = iu m * m  before 

/ ' f t  /r V o M  Q o r 5 <r*3^?/less detail f4< and security briefings * some have been the stuff
K /be£r'<z /10S21* AAof unconfirmed rumour^ and some have never/tiegfe eveiyrumoured

Together they add up to a caCLssic true-life thriller, which it is impossible to
~  /  rajplo -kov\put down, told by a somewhat 1 arger-than-1 ife/fxgwpc who it was - and is -

impossible to keep down.
1 1 ,When he was high onlthe South African state Wanted list, Kasrils and his
r  \iV &colleagues were /fiH>j#04^fcrtrayed as stereotypes^ ✓  escapees from

the myhf^ologhy of Day of the Jackal or the "master terrorist" Carlos. But there
is a deep divide between the fictional - or perhaps even real - terrorist on the
one hand and the freedom fighter on the other. As in the fictions, Kasrils, 't\.o V w c } \y

went about armed. Unlike the fictions, only once (if I counted righ|;) did
he ever fire deliberately, in anger. (/nlike Jfeft fiction,
A /  Wvs •e w y ' W*<» ,  vtfc,gratuitous account^ of violence, -"ir& tG nxyglorification of
\ .  .  v̂ te»-rrie power that in f f h f l come*"through the barrel/Df.ai gun",, and wt=t1iui*t &U&voyeuristic

/  jv R l i  £>/ Mm. Ii^c. °1 . .Lingeringf over injuries or pain or death. AfcfBBr-rffpoA concern/fic nis cmrades- o a .*64  fa

concern^./iuarr family** and community** and Jiation, fcjKfed&Kirf&djr*
R k  ‘S & fy y b  I #  I j fa x H * / JrU ci^t u>ifk a

^ u u ir n g Z L U ^ L /W ‘ the cause they all uphe]^£/ -. ex feha desire to shock. These
were freedom fighters, ready when necessary to kill violently, b^ut never 
in thrall to violence ̂ pe e r fe . lo y KAa&sgy'.

"Ideologies are ideas whicfc organise people's behaviour and conduct. It is 
generally difficult to make any distinction between the philosophies through 
which people understand the world, and the paractices through which they 
operate in it."

)(Professor Stuart Hall, in the Guardian. 24.11.93 / n \ i
' / Tlc-ruvs cu * e \
’«.why the Jackal, a man without ideology, remai

o^A ^  4Vv<? t p . f i Isimple/and why Kasrils/Cgfccsy autobiography^ A

’V^ i'mad liinj" Djiigeyoun/ls^a^thriller, but not a conventional thriller. It is
/ /*o\also an historic record, but/a conventional history. For history aske hostalso an historic record, but/a conventional history. For history aske <?k- host

WiVUjjv I .of questions which Kasrils oiega not ask&hor answer*, vt& not only what
happened, but why? Was the course chosen justified^ and its
conduct vindicated by the outcome? Could it have been done differently, better,

•pand with different endings? Was it n e c e s s a r y , K a s r i l s
allows himself no such questioning. He stick^strictly to the record - except
for an occasional fvyWM'WA' expression of regret asft* for #** over-reliance

/ Won Soviet precept and experience; and even that/stated rather than explored.
Which is not to imply, as reviewers J,PIni‘ do, that the writer should not have

written this book but something else instead. Kasrils should have written/this.
book, because perhaps no one else has such an intimate knowledge of the facts, or re.ce*.m¥ /u»iHi 9ucU . /could bi-i nr them/nwrln -wn exuberance. fillsa vital gap in all our knowledge
of/rm P& pti events in the underground life of our countryA  In -VtVwc .



FOUR.
/ *But now that the facts are on record, tjjerê  is/need for clear and thoughtful

assessment, to draw out whatever lessons/the past us ?hape
the future. On April 27th next, a new South African state and government should
be coming into being.It will need to turn urgently to the very questions of
military postures and strategies which the history of MK can illuminate. It will
need to regulate in a new way the relations between the ste^* and
its military/police apparatus. It will need to create a new modus of political
and democratic control over the states secret intelligence apparatus. It will
need to guard against the constant threat that even the best-intentioned democratic
initiatives can give rise to brutal and authoritarian practices vriiilrg th e right
organisational and administrative measures are not taken. And .so on. an«̂  so on.

/o\ex>cfr/\e»fC, ki't' odj ineeaVxver, J© KtvuThere is a great deaLr- ("■ ---tha SADF and
the state Intelligence services. It will be a tragedy for South Africa if 4iHEfc~ 
experience isyj»c£±_ to -a» guide for the new South Africa, simply .

because no-one in the ANC or MK who have the knowledge of their yejfpQriencetakes
the time to analyse and lay bare the many positive lessons that can be learnt*

/ \k tx \r  a r eAnd the few negative ones Ao be avoided.
L. Bernstein.
26.11.93

ARMED AND DANGEROUS. My undercover Hgxxusfc struggle against apartheid. 
By Ronnie Kasrils. Published by Heinemann.



RE: "That Spells Trouble" by Mark Israel.

1. This is an interesting and informative piece of research “on the Jewish 
participants in the struggle against South African racism. I have no quarrel 
with the body of the material, or with an attempt to restore to Jews their 
rightful place in the narrative from which they might "have been suppressed or 
ignored." But 1 find myself at odds with any account which suggests that some 
special factor of "Jewishness" makes their participation in the struggle somehow 
uniquely different from that of others. I accept that for many Jews there were 
specifically Jewish cultural, religious or historical influences at work; and in 
fact some of those quoted in the document themselves refer to such influences in 
their own motivations. But do such influences be used to explain the motivations 
of ALL Jews? And, if they can not, what then separates off all those 
characterised in this and similar studies as "Jewish" rather than say "South 
African", or simply "citizens"?

2. What determines who fits into the category "Jewish"? Is it the commonplace 
South African notion that certain surnames are recognisably "Jewish"? Or the 
religious notion that the offspring of Jewish mothers - and only mothers' - are 
Jewish "by birth"? Or are the criteria attendance at synagogue7 Observance of 
Jewish rites? Upbringing in a specifically Jewish culture? Or simply by 
ancestry? My view is that none of these criteria, either alone or in 
combination, are a satisfactory basis for a serious thesis such as this. (As the 
piece I have seen is probably only part of a larger work, perhaps this problem 
is dealt with elsewhere; in which case, apologies for stating the obvious.)

3. Most of those quoted in this document in fact characterise themselves as 
Jewish. This seems to sae the only acceptable basis for such characterisation, 
except for a demonstrable Jewish cultural or religious life-style - which not 
many of those quoted in this study claim. But is even self-identification, by 
itself, enough? In this post-holocaust age, anyone with even a slight, almost 
intangible Jewish ancestry or background is impelled to assert "Jewishness" 
because denying it would seem to be pandering to anti-semnitism. Self 
identification, by itself, tells very little or nothing at all about any Jewish 
hisM.«»»-*«, kuKjm-«v which wight have influenced 
participation in the liberation struggle.

4. What is the validity of the classification "Jewish" radical or "Jewish" 
communist if it is not established that those so defined have have been subject 
to some specifically Jewish influencing factors? Without that, the definition 
would come close to the apartheid race theory which asserts that specific inborn 
'ethnic* intangibles such as blood and/or ancestry give rise to a separate - and 
different - species of persons. What, in any case, is a 'Jewish communist'? 
Simply a communist shaped by a Jewish cultural/religious background? Or a Jew 
who has chosen communism as a result of personal conviction? This is not 
hair-splitting or irrelevant. It is very relevant when a serious attempt is made 
to explain the apparently disproportionate number of "Jewish communists" in 
South Africa's past.

5. I consider myself a communist. My parents were Jewish. Whether I am a "Jewish 
communist" for purposes of this study must be based on the ^acts; that my 
parents subscribed to the Jewish religion, attended synagogue on high festivals, 
and kept up Jewish practices like Friday night candles and passover. That was 
the household atmosphere in which I grew up until about the age of nine when 
both my parents died. Thereafter I lived intermittently with various relations
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who maintained a similar or even lesser 'Jewish' home. I was barmitzvahed at 
thirteen, and have not been inside a synagague since except for a wedding or 
two. I neither speak nor understand either Hebrew or Yiddish; my only knowledge 
of Jewish culture or history is a smattering gained from general reading. When 
questioned, I refuse to state that I am NOT Jewish, and therefore reply only 
that: 'My parents were Jewish. Make of that what you. will."

6. I am not included in this study. But without seeking to include or exclude 
myself from it, I think this illustrates some of the difficulties that surround 
the classification of several are thoser who are included. It could be argued 
that I am a "Jewish communist" by dint of early family influence; or by the 
orthodox religious claim of Jewishness by descent from a Jewish mother. But how 
to classify any of my children if they should be communists or radicals? Can 
they possibly be "Jewish"? None of my three youngest hawe ewer set foot in a 
synagogue, ort lived in a home with any element of Jewish culture or ritual. All 
of them are 'non-re;igious', married to Christian partners. None of them 
consider themselves Jewish, though they might well refuse to deny their Jewish 
heritage for the same reasons as I do. And if they are none-the-less to be 
considered 'residual Jews' for a study like this, what about their adult 
children? How many generations must pass before Jewishness wears off for any 
serious scientific or sociological study?

7. I do not want to suggest that the relationship between conminism/radicalism 
and Jewishness can not be analysed. It is a legitimate and intersting field of 
study. However, I think that the origins of that relationship might appear 
differently if the classification "Jewish" was as rigorous and clear that of 
'communist/radical'. I have a suspicion that if a rigorous definition was 
imposed in place of an easy assumption of what constitutes Jewishness, the 
reason for the extra-ordinary number of Jews amongst South African radicals 
might appear somewhat different from the picture presented by his study. Could 
it be, for example, that what this study attributes to "Jewishness" could be 
just as well - or perhaps better attributed to an East European heritage? That 
thought is hinted at but not pursued in this study. I suggest it might be 
amplified by another question about South African Jews and radicals: Why is 
there virtually NO contribution to the struggle against apartheid from the many 
German refugees of the thirties, who were just as certainly "Jewish"?

Rusty Bernstein 
May 1999. .
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HISTORY OF A NEW ORDER.

South African history has always been written from the standpoint of the 
white establishment. It traditionally starts with white settlement, and features 
the black majority only as enemies or subjects and servants. This blinkered 
view has hampered the growth of an all-South African patriotism, and also the 
theoretical understanding of the liberation movements.

Johan Panpallis was made aware of the need for a different history when he 
taught for some years at the ANC's refugee school SOMAFCO at Mazimbu, Tanzania.
In deperation (?) he wrote an alternative textbook from the point of view of 
the people, not the establishment. That text has been in regular use at the 
school, but has not been available to the general public. It has now been made 
available to the general reader for the first time in a revised and extended 
version. The original has been almost the only text the South African liberation 
movement has had of its own and its peoples' history as seen in the light of 
its own ideology, it na^-br-ron ni'i'ulunhjU..

1 Guijlv i -foluwo^. tha ronirfr iifripnrr mtfim wnri ,,nnui'ai m.itory 
Precedent of starting his hiatory with the written rooord -—that ii>,— the fire>%
Mki-ha ponctrafinnn h f. hhp Hapft flf T.nnn Hnp^ -

the writing of South African history is fiendishly complicated. Social 
and economic changes do not take place there uniformly, right across the populatic 
board as they tend to do elsewhere. They occur instead separately, often 
perversely, in each of the country's racial entities. Traditionally writers have 
distilled this complexity by treating each separately, seriatim.
Pampallis has followed that method, I think mistakenly. It provide^ simple 
clarity ao 4=g needed for school teaching, but seems to me to cloud the weave of 
interpenetrating relationships which constitute the real historical process. A 
rope, after all, can be unpicked into separate threads ss&z each minutely 
described. But the sum of those descriptions is not necessarily a real picture 
of the whole rope. Admittedly an "integrated" historical account is much more 
difficult; but to my mind it approaches closer to historic truth.

Pampallis has done a fine job of research and produced the nearest thing to
a "definitive" peoplesS history of South Africa which we have. Designed aaeg
for teaching Wien fat’ it states the "facts" with a one-

jOdimensional clarity which leaves little space for cw.ocurg^ve ccgtiyi -a,t j/ssible
alternative interpretations of events, or speculation^ on issue^wexsHs where
the record is still unclear. But it is an invaluable introduction to everyone

/ CcnM ^iwho wants to know how the/las*} has passed from Vasco da Gama to DeKlerk and 
Mandela. It is a real contribution to the/ressas of that generation of
all colours who are now trying to lay the foundations of the new South Africa.

Pampallis, regrettably, followed the South African examination board's and 
historian's precedent by starting his history at the point of the first white 
penetration of the country. That tradition^<.pproacii separates the South African 
people from their roots in Africa, Mir1 i-i-mt-inm*. The people's history



begins long before white discovery, in the continental beginnings where 
writing, metal-working and much else was developed. It is sincerely to be hoped 
that Pampallis will be moved to foiblow up his student's history with
a general readers text - from prehistory and Meroe to the streets, mines and 
factories where today's foundations of a new order are being laid.

L.B.

Foundations of The New South# Africa. By John Pampallis.
Published by ZED Books.
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COMMENTS ON FRANCIS MELI'S MANUSCRIPT ? HISTORY OF THE ANC.

Taken overall, this is an extremely interesting original work, dealing 
with historical events which have been mainly touched upon by other writers 
bgt'never, so far as I am aware, brought together into a single history of 
the ANC. It is very readable, and should be mbch valued in Southern Africa 
particularly.

I have didided my comments into two sections - first on matters of general 
application to the work; second to matters of detail. With regard to the 
second category, I comment from my own knowledge, experience or viewpoint.
I have not done any special research. I must confess that I am unable to 
make any detailed comments on the accuracy of facts or opinions in the 
early chapters of the book - those dealing with events prior to approx.
1938, since these are outside my range of personal experience and knowledge.

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS.

1. There is a substamntial difference - an imbalance- between the earlier 
chapters dealing with the 'prehistory' of the ANC, and those dealing with 
the organisation's history proper. The prehistory is dealt with in intricate 
detail and at some length, while the history proper is, in the main far more 
cursory, less detailed and - in the best sense of the term - less academic, 
less of a research work and more of a narrative. Since the essence of
the work is the history of the ANC, it is difficult to see any justification 
for this imbalance.
The imbalance can presumably be edited out by fairly savage trimming of 
the early sections. However, because of their deeply researched nature, 
heavy editorial cutting would destroy the really substantial value of these 
sections, which I found the most interesting and foully covered part of the 
whole historical record. May I suggest that, if heavy editorial cutting 
is resorted to, consideration be given to publishing the early chapters 
separately as a booklet or monograph, and in full as an addition to the 
curtailed version in the history. ,
There is also a stylistic difference between thertwo sections - the first 
being strictly academically objective, the second being unashamedly polemical. 
I can see no objection to the polemical nature of the later sections, provided 
it is made clear bny way of foreword or some such device that the opinions 
are those of the writer, not the ANC. This is not because I have any reason 
to think that the ANC will or might disown any of the opinions; only that 
organised bodies very seldom have stated opinions to which they are prepred 
to stake their public posiitiirWaSi.

2. The chronology of the text bothers me. Although the chapters follow
a fairly strict chronology - by apparent historical periods .1 <Birnrt hy »aatng 

nWtwwBtwp, within the chapters the chronology gets very 
difficult to follow, not to say confusing. This is because the writer 
has chosen to deal with the epoch of the chapter by separating the events 
on a non-chronological basis, as e.g. Africans, then Indians, then trade 
unions within the eporfch. The consequence of this is that the chronology 
constantly shifts back from the end of the epoch to the beginning as the 
new category of events is dealt with.
Though this is somewhat confusing to the reader, my general criticism of 
this technique is not because it makes the chronology hard to follow, 
but because it seems to me to obscure fthe broafl sweep of historical events 
and developments which had their riKai6iĝ  amonmat all categories of people 
and organisations at any one ̂ rtime, eac®h organisation influencing and 
being influencved by the others, and its experiences rubbing off on - or 
tbeine disregarded or,overturned by the ô rthers. History which fails to
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describe the interaction and iner-relation of events which are occurring 
in parallel - even if not in direct association - makes any assessment 
of the advances o f  retreats - the broad sweep of historical events - 
very difficult. And the constant "back-tpft*he-beginning" technique of 
telling the story, constantly disrupts the patterns of assessment which^ 
are formed in the readers mind.

SPECIFICS. Note: this is being written from notes, without the manuscript
available for refernce or check. This accounts for some odd 
chronology and interpolations here too. -Alsd /|
<fj i,

Pages 1:50 approx. This fails to touch on the question of 'who got to the 
Southern end of the continent first?1 Not in itself a*n important issue, 
but has become an important political issue in South AFrica, and should 
be dealt with in some way. Failure to do so leads to a weakness in the 
whole of Overview, (Chap 1/, viz: that the indigenous blacks are described 
in a static way, as occupying a particular place - rajther than as people 
in movement, happening to be at a particular place at the particular time 
under discussion.
There is little decription of the inner state of society of either Khoi 
or Xosd- nothing of their social or economic or political order - all of 
which seems to me an essential if one is understand either the repeated 
clashes with the white settlers as in Chap 1, or even the succession of 
internecine struggles over tribal chieftainship and succession etc, which 
fill many later chapters.
What is presented in this chapter is a series of wars and clashes, but 
without a real "overview" of what the process as a whole was. The picture 
presented is that all African change came from outside pressure by white 
incursion. But this serves only to reinforce the impression that black 
society was static, perhaps stagnant. Without some description of the 
inner processes of tribal society^it presents ̂  iâ i h t t p w i  mwge the 
picture of black society waiting in a stagnant state for white initiative 

set it into motion — the favourjfite myth of white SA officialdom,

P64. Refers to "ceding" of the land by Sotho. But what does "ceding" 
mean? Under what circumstances? And what concepts of land ownership if 
any were understood by this cession - by both sides?

(There is no clear geography of chieftainships, and territories - except 
perhaps for the mosf1' expert of historians and geographers. Maps would bife 
a considerable help. Note e.g. THat at approx. P71 the text deals with, 
the Tranmskei Xosa area, directly after the Ndebele/Western Transvaal.

d \ ly.
P84: There is no explanation for the starvation en massed after the Nonkwase 
visions or prophecies. *TLe' rvj' X* ^  *

P93: No explanation of what happened to defeat the Sotho after Mosheshoe.

Chap 2: Here is an illustjat*tion of the point about chronology being obscured 
by the episodic trfatment. Towards P200, there is separte from-start-to- 
finish-of-the-epoch treatment of Press, religion, political orgainsation, . y
Indianas, Coloureds. All the developments in all these sections reflect( 
changes and developments in the social scene in which they happen; but tJvp*- 
socigetal factors get lost - if they are described at all - and thus remove 
the events from their context," which is the only way they make any 
continuous sense.

Chap3: The Land Act: gives no statistics or factual information to enaUff 
the uninformed reader to understand the actual enormity of the legislative 
havoc being wrought.

My notes heraswer may make sense when the text is looked at. Without the
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